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1 IntrodutionIn tokamak plasmas, like at ASDEX Upgrade, eletron and ion thermal and partiletransport in the edge are generally dominated by anomalous transport. At the preseneof an edge transport barrier, however, the transport oeÆients for eletrons and ionsare strongly redued. Therefore, neolassial transport an beome important in er-tain H-mode senarios where the anomalous ion thermal ondutivity �i in the pedestalfalls well below 0:5m2s�1. In suh ases, the neolassial ontribution to the ion ther-mal ondutivity and impurity di�usivity an reah levels omparable to anomaloustransport.2 Implementation into B2In our ontribution, the neolassial ontribution to thermal and partile transport forsuh an ASDEX Upgrade senario is studied. A one-dimensional model for the neolas-sial transport for ions (fuel and impurities) and eletrons has been implemented intothe multiuid ode B2 [1℄. The heat and partile uxes of every speies are alulatedby solving a set of multiple speies uid fore balane equations, following a matrixformalism by Hirshman and Sigmar [2℄ and using the redued harge state formalism[3, 4℄. The thermodynami fores F paj = � ln paj�� for the pressure gradient and FTaj = � lnTa��for the temperature gradient (where � is a ux label and a and j denote the speies andthe harge state, respetively), together with an external eletri �eld E, determine thepartile and heat uxes in a simple linear form�aj = �Dajrnaj + vajnaj (1)qaj = ��ajrTa + wajTa : (2)
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Here Daj,�aj , vaj, and waj denote the partile and heat di�usion oeÆients and thepartile and heat pinh veloities, respetively. The transport matries have been ap-proximated by their diagonal forms by summarizing o�-diagonal ontributions to theuxes into the respetive pinh veloities.Then, the ontributions from lassial transport and for the Banana plateau and theP�rsh-Shl�uter regimes are alulated on losed ux surfaes (i.e. inside the separatrix)by the ode NEOART by A.G. Peeters.We employ a 1D model. Therefore, ux surfae averages of the appropriate quantitiesare used. We furthermore assume that ion thermalization is fast, i.e. all ions have aommon temperature Ti.We study the neolassial ontribution for a Deuterium plasma with Helium and Car-bon impurities. Calulation of the ollisionalities �� show that impurities are well inthe P�rsh-Shl�uter regime while Deuterium ions and eletrons are marginally in theBanana Plateau regime.A omparison of the width of the Banana orbit wB = q�L=p� (safety fator q, inverseaspet ratio �, and Larmor radius �L) with the gradient lengths of the densities andtemperatures, as well as a hek of the strong magneti �eld limit �=! � 1 (ollisionfrequeny �, ylotron frequeny !) and the assumption of uniform (along a ux sur-fae) density approximation shows that eletrons and ions with low and high hargestates may well be treated in a 1D-model while this model is only marginally valid inthe plasma edge for impurities with intermediate harge states.3 ResultsWe alulate the neolassial ontribution to the heat and partile transport for aonstant bakground level of anomalous transport with Di = �i = 0:05m2 s�1 and�e = 0:1m2s�1 inside the separatrix and Di = �i = �e = 0:1m2 s�1 in the srape-o�layer, the private ux region, and the divertor regions.Fig. 3 shows that the partile di�usivities D lie in a range < 0:3m2 s�1 while the heatdi�usivities � an reah levels of 0:8m2 s�1 for the C+ ions. The pinh veloities alsoreah levels whih are omparable to anomalous transport levels. A loser analysis showsthat the eletron partile pinh is direted outward while the ions feel an inward pinhwhih is espeially strong for the impurities. This leads to the well-known aumulationof impurities in the ore plasma. The quasi-neutrality of the plasma remains guaranteed
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(a) partile di�usivities D (m2 s�1) (b) heat di�usivities � (m2 s�1)

() partile pinh v (m s�1) (d) heat pinh w (m s�1)Figure 1: di�usivities and pinh veloities for ions and eletrons vs. index � of the uxsurfae (� = 0 is the ore boundary, i.e. 2 m inwards from the separatrix,�max the separatrix)
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through the outward di�usion of the ions. We furthermore �nd an inversion of the D+heat pinh in the pedestal lose to the separatrix whih ontributes to a steepening ofthe temperature pro�le. Overall, we an onlude that even in the pedestal neolassi-al transport oeÆients for the impurities an beome important in ases of reduedanomalous transport.We �nally ompare our results for various levels of bakground anomalous transport(0:1m2 s�1 and 1:0m2 s�1), various input powers (1:6MW and 3:2MW), and variousD+ partile densities (5 � 1019m�3 and 8 � 1019m�3) at the ore boundary to the experi-mental eletron temperature and density pro�les for AUG shot #17151 (Fig. 2). We �ndthe best agreement for an anomalous transport level of 0:1m2 s�1, nD+ = 5 � 1019m�3,and Pt = 1:6MW. Therefore, anomalous transport in the pedestal learly was reduedin the shot #17151.4 DisussionAppliation of a 1D-model for the neolassial transport on B2 runs for realisti tokamakon�gurations shows that di�usivities and pinh veloities of the impurities an reahlevels whih are omparable to levels of redued anomalous transport. However, the 1D-model remains limited in its appliability to regions lose to the separatrix and annotbe applied in the srape-o� layer. We therefore envision a future quasi-2D model whihtreats neolassial e�ets in the srape-o� layer through diret alulation of the uiddrift veloities [5℄ and uses the 1D-model for the ore and the pedestal top.Referenes[1℄ Braams, B.J. (1996), Contrib. Plasma Phys. 36, 276[2℄ Hirshman, S.P. and Sigmar, D.J. (1981), Nul. Fusion 21, 1079[3℄ Houlberg, W.A., Shaing, K.C., Hirshman, S.P., & Zarnstor�, M.C. (1997), Phys.Plasmas 4 (9), 3230[4℄ Peeters, A.G. (2000), Phys. Plasmas 7, 268[5℄ Rozhansky, V.A., Voskoboynikov, S.P., Kaveeva, E.G., Coster, D.P., & Shneider,R. (2001), Nul. Fusion 41, 387
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